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he Chairman thanked the Department of Health for hosting the meeting. T
 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

MINUTES 
 

PART A:  STRATEGIC ISSUES 
 

 
8. FACULTY PLAN 4

 
Considered:  the Faculty Plan, presented to UEC on 27 April 2004. 

(Document BF/SSH/03/36) 

Noted: 
 

(a) ed by UEC and that final budget setting would 
take place over the next few weeks; 

(b) that 
departments should receive an indication of the 2004/05 budgets before then; 

 
(c)  

ment of Politics as set out in Appendix II following their approval in principle by 
UEC; 

(d) 
ance 

of Teaching and Learning) the School would remain within the Faculty structure; 
 

(e) f other departments, 
money would be redistributed to departments based on load; 

 
(f) 

important that departments looked at expanding into areas of non-HEFCE resource; 
 

 
 

that the Faculty Plan had been receiv

 
that final budget setting would be approved at the next meeting of Council, but 

that a consultation process was underway to progress the proposals for IMEIS and the
Depart

 
that a proposal for the Business School to become financially independent from the 
Faculty had been passed by Council but that in other respects (e.g. Quality Assur

that, with respect to teaching of Health modules by members o

that the University currently relied too heavily on HEFCE income and that it was 
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(g) that any income generated above the baseline would be returned to departments 
providing that they were clear as to how they would use it strategically.  

 
 
49. FOUNDATION PROGRAMME 
 

Considered: a report upon the Foundation Programme, from the Course Leader. 
(Document BF/SSH/03/37) 

  
 Reported (by the Course Leader):  
 

(a) that the Programme was recruiting well and was examining the potential for recruiting 
more international students in collaboration with the International Office; 

 
(b) that having started with four progression routes, the programme was currently looking 

to expand still further; 
 

(c) that compared to other standard Access courses, the Foundation Programme had 
good links for progression and a greater rate of student retention; 

 
(d) that three cohorts had now graduated and that this had allowed the Foundation  

Programme to begin an analysis of student progress; 
 

(e) t between Foundation 
Programme students and others at Queens Campus; 

 
(f) that older students and female students apparently performed better; 

 
oted: 

(a) seas students to Durham programmes 
through the Foundation Programme route; 

(b)  were encouraged to discuss potential progression routes with the 
Course Leader; 

 
(c) 

y would face competition in 
this area from other courses where there were no fees; 

 
(d) eology recognised the success of the progression 

route to Human Sciences Degrees.  

0. 
 

roup on N
Research/Academic Development held 25 March 2004. 

that there appeared to be no difference in achievemen

 

N
 

that there was great potential to attract over

 
that Departments

that mature students who entered Sociology programmes through access routes 
typically performed extremely well, but that the Universit

that the Head of Department in Archa

 
 
5 MEDICINE 

Considered:  the minutes of the meeting of the Working G HS/University of Durham 
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(Document BF/SSH/03/38) 

ed Professor Hudson for chairing this committee.  

 d:  
 

(a) mendation Agreed (c) were Health-
based in the broadest sense and consequently had implications for the Faculty of 

 
(b) f Primary Care, Public 

Health and Health and Public Policy which were open to the School for Health which 

 

 
but 

 
(g) that currently many research projects brought in from Health-based funding bodies 

e 

ay be altered for the next RAE; 

ncern that proliferation of cross-disciplinary research areas should not draw attention 
away from strengthening existing core activities; 

 
greed:  

(a) ions (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e); 
 

particularly relevant to taught Masters 

 
51. 
 

red:  a paper from the Director of the Information Technology Service upon the 
y’s Information Technology Strategic Framework, 2004-7. 

(Document BF/SSH/03/39) 

 
 The Dean thank
 

Note

that the proposed areas for research in recom

Social Sciences and for the wider University; 

that the report highlighted large sources of income in the areas o

were not in direct competition with the University of Newcastle; 

(c) that the Working Group had set the research framework for the Dean of Medicine to 
take forward; 

 
(e) that departments within the Faculty which might explore research areas highlighted by 

the working group included Anthropology, Sociology, Geography and Education; 

(f) that the Vice-Chancellor was keen to establish cross-departmental research groups 
that this was not likely to proceed via top-slicing; 

were barely financially viable and that these would only be financially beneficial for th
University if they paid dividends in the next RAE; 

 
(h) that following negative feedback from the last RAE, the method for grading practice-

based research (e.g.  Sport/Medicine/Sociology) m
 

(i) co

A
 

that the Board approved recommendat

(b) that recommendation (f) be approved subject to the faculty having ex-officio 
representation on the steering group;  

 
(c) that recommendation (e) was noted to be 

programmes for health care professionals 
 

 
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK, 2004-7 

Conside
Universit
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 Noted:  
 

) that this document represented a University IT strategy, not the strategy of the IT 

 

vernance;  

nts; 

 

ation which needed to be addressed; 
 

 
artmental IT structures; 

 
Agreed: that the IT strategic framework be forwarded to Heads of Department for appropriate 
consultation and that responses should be returned to the secretary of the Board of Studies 
before Friday 25th June. 

Action: RDB 

(a
Service and that as such it was intended to align with other aspects of University 
Strategy including Estates, Teaching and Learning and Research;  

(b) that the strategic framework addressed the business drivers of the University and 
prioritised: E learning, web developments, information systems and IT go

 
(c) concern that University-level strategic decisions should be based on consultation with 

departments about their own objectives with respect to IT requireme
 

(d) that the IT strategic framework had drawn on information gathered from departmental 
strategies, although no formal reporting mechanism was in place;   

 
(e) that the development of the University website was still subject to consultation with the

audience-base of the pages and that there were issues of overall design, branding, 
ownership and quality assurance of inform

(f) that within the University and even within the Faculty there was a breadth of levels of
autonomy of dep
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PART B:  ROUTINE BUSINESS 

 
52. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING 
 

Confirmed:  the minutes of the last meeting of Faculty Board, held 22 January 2004. 
(Document BF/SSH/03/40) 

 
53. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
 

(a) Minute 36: Library 
 

Reported: that the University Librarian had not yet responded to the request from the 
Foundation Programme to investigate methods for determining the location of 
Queen’s-based resources;   
 

 
(b) Minute 43(b): QAA Institutional Audit 
 

[The Dean thanked the Department of Anthropology for their efforts on behalf of the 
Faculty.] 

 
 Noted: that the University had received a judgement of broad confidence. 

 
54. DEAN’S BUSINESS 

 
(a) Membership of Faculty Board 
 

Considered:  a recommendation from the Dean upon the representation of the 
Combined Honours in Social Sciences programme, and the Foundation Programme, 
upon Faculty Board; 

(Document BF/SSH/03/41) 
 
 Agreed: that this recommendation be approved;  
 

 
(b) Doctoral Fellowships 
 

Noted: that there was some dissatisfaction within departments about the methods for 
allocation of Doctoral Fellowships (see below Minute 56a) and that the Postgraduate 
Dean would be revisiting the method for allocating fellowships; 
 

(c) Faculty Research Strategy Working Group 
 

Received: an oral report from the Dean upon progress in respect of the report of the 
Faculty Research Strategy Working Group (Minute 37 refers); 
 
Noted: that the recommendations of this report had been integrated into a redrafted 
version of the University Research Strategy and that the chairman of the working group 
had been pleased with the resulting document; 
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 (c) Full Economic Costings 
 
  Received: an oral report from the Dean upon Full Economic Costings (FEC). 
 

Noted:  
 
(i) that the University was required to devise a method for determining full 

economic costings of all of its activities; 
 
(ii) that the method would have to be determined by January 2005 and the 

process would have to be in operation by September 2005; 
 

(iii) that if it could be proved through full economic costing that the currently paid 
overhead on grants from government departments (excluding the Department 
for Health) is insufficient, the department would be required to pay the full and 
appropriate amount of money; 

 
 (d) Promotions 
 

Noted: that the following members of the Faculty had been successful in securing 
promotions: 
 
Chair:   Anthony Long (Geography) 
  Charlotte Roberts (Archaeology) 
 
Reader:  David Petley (Geography) 
  Sarah Banks (Sociology) 
 
Senior Lecturer: Pam Graves (Archaeology) 
  Sonia Harris-Short (Law) 
  Rachel Pain (Geography) 
  Yongqiang Zong (Georaphy) 

 
(e) Resignations 
 

The Chairman congratulated Dr Richard Harrison on his new post at the University of 
Newcastle and thanked him for his hard work on behalf of the Faculty.   
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55. DEPUTY DEAN’S BUSINESS 
 

Received:  an oral report from the Deputy Dean upon the Faculty’s involvement in the 
celebrations for the University’s 175th anniversary. 

 
 Noted:   
 

(a) that as part of the University’s 175th anniversary celebrations, an exhibition or set of 
events similar to the festival which used to be run in the Science faculty was planned; 

 
(b) that the Heads of Department in the Faculty of Social Sciences and Health were asked 

to think of ways in which they might usefully contribute to proceedings; 
 

(c) that the Board approved the idea in principle but noted that it might be better if events 
were concentrated in one location rather than spread around departments; 

 
(d) that a commemorative publication was suggested as a possible means of marking the 

occasion; 
 

(e) that Heads of Department would be contacted in due course. 
  
 
56. ASSOCIATE DEAN’S BUSINESS 
 

Received: A report to Faculty Board on Postgraduate matters; 
(Document BF/SSH/03/42) 

 
(a) Applications from Departments in the Faculty to ESRC studentship applications; 

 
Noted: 

 
(i) that applications for ESRC were down compared to last academic year as a 

result of the changed regulations for submissions and the new quota system; 
 
(ii) that of the 12 ORS awards received by Durham, only 2 of these had been 

awarded in the Faculty of Social Sciences and Health; 
 
(iii) that of the University of Durham Doctoral Fellowships, 5 had been awarded to 

the Faculty pending the results of the Research Council competitions and that 
this was perhaps due to the poor standard of reference writing; 

 
(iv) that the Associate Dean had requested that some of the Doctoral Fellowships 

be made available for departments to bid for; 
 

(v) the benefits for recruitment of a department being able to advertise 
studentships; 

 
(vi) the importance of Doctoral Fellowships being seen to fit within a department’s 

research strategy; 
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Agreed: that the Chairman would write to the Postgraduate Dean articulating the views 
of Faculty Board regarding studentships; 

Action:RJA 
(b) Postgraduate training 
 

Noted: that in the light of requirements of external agents (QAA, HEFCE, the Roberts 
Review, Research Councils) there would be changes in research training requirements 
and that training for research students was likely to become a part of the audit process 
in the near future. 
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PART C:  MATTERS OF REPORT 

 
57. DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS 
 

Reported:  that the dates for the remaining meetings of Faculty Board during the academic year 
2003/4 were: 
 

Thursday 3 June 2004 at 9.15 am, in the Department of Geography 
Thursday 24 June 2004 at 9.15 am, (if required) in the School of Education 

 
58. ITEMS FOR FUTURE DISCUSSION 
 

(a) The Wolfson Research Institute (Minute 26, 20 November 2003 refers). 
 


	PART B:  ROUTINE BUSINESS

